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Ace of Mason
UCF Baseball hires a new assistant
coach from George Mason - SEE SPORTS, A6

Garage_A
litigation
aJmost
resolved

College

LET THE
TEXTBOOKS BE

RE

,

Come September, publishing upstart Flat
World Knowledge will offer textbooks for
free.Yes, free. The firm, based in Nyack,
N.Y., launched a pilot project Monday to
supply four business and economics
textbooks online at no charge to several ·
hundred undergraduates on at least 15
G1mpuses nationwide.
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Parking deck had
defective caulking
TARA YOUNG & MELISSA CHADBOURNE
• News Editor and Contributing Writer

Safety

I .
)

JILLIAN KROTKI
Staff Writer

T

he UCF student who
removed a Eucharist from a
Catholic Campus Ministry
.mass and made national headlines
is still caught in the wake of his
actions.
Webster Cook, who is a Student
Government Association senator,
is now facing an impeachment
investigation by the rest of the Senate as a resul'.t of an affidavit filed
against him due to the incident.
In response to the complaints
filed against him, Cook brough,t
hazing charges against Catholic
Campus Ministry, filing with the
Office of Student Conduct regarding the physical force used against
him. The charges were formally
dropped yesterday.
.
The Legislative, Judicial and
Rules Committee met yesterday
and voted 5-2-0 to send the complaint affidavit against Cook to
SGA Senate, where it will be investigated.
During the meeting, the committee D?-embers disagreed over the
significance that religion was play-
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Breaking
news on ··
your cell

)

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

)

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

KNIGHTLINK IS THE
WAYTOGET JOBS
WHILEATUCF

Learn the features available on
Knightlink, the system where
students can search for part-time and
full-time jobs, post resumes and
obtain employer information. The
session begins at 3 p.m. today in the
Career Services Office.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

TROPICAL DEPRESSION
FORMS OFF COAST OF
ACAPULCO, MEXICO

'

?

l

Anew tropical depression formed in
the Pacific early Wednesday, while in
the Atlantic,Tropical Storm Bertha
turned eastward.The National
Hurricane Center in Miami said the
center of the new depression was
about 560 miles sourneast of Mexico.

NATION & WORLD, A4

NEW STUDY SHOWS A
DRASTIC DROP IN
EXERCISE BY KIDS
One of the largest studies of its kind
shows just how sluggish American
children have become.While 90
percent of 9-year-olds get a few hours
a day of exercise, only 3 percent of 15year-olds are hitting that level.
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ing into the situation. SGA Sen. Ben
Collard said that the circumstances
of taking the Eucharist were only
hyped because it was a religious
symbol
"Should he really be impeached
because he didn't eat a cracker?"
Collard said
SGA Official Anthony Furbush
filed the complaint affidavit against
Cook on Monday.
"I'd like to see him resign and
stop wasting people's time," Furbush said after the meeting.
Cook and a friend decided to
attend Mass on June 29.

Webster Cook talks about the June 29 evening at
CatholicMass.CookleftwiththeEucharistthatnight.

PLEASE SEE

COOK'S ON A3

A civil lawsuit, filed in August
2006 over the completion of Parking
Garage A, is nearing a settlement,
according to the UCF legal staff.
Associate General Counsel Jordan
Clark of the General Counsel for UCF
said that a settlement is near completion, but has not been signed yet. The
suit was filed in Orange County by
Dura-Stress Inc., the subcontractor of
the project, over payment for the
project.
"Dura-Stress claimed they were
entitled to more compensation,"
Clark said. "We disagreed, and they
sued."
According to documents obtained
from the case's file at the Orange
County Courthouse, at one point earlier in the case, Dura-Stress was ask- .
jpg for $441,063. However, according
to Dura-Stress' lawyer Chris Weiss of
the Holland· and Knight Firm, t h e
demand from Dura-Stress and the
settlement figure they've now agreed
to is privileged but it is different than
what is found in the case file.
According to documents in the
case file, the company is seeking
reimbursement for costs due to man. ufacturing delays, changed materials
and delays to the $tart of construction.
"We are reaching a confidential
mediation settlement agreement and
we're glad the matter is being amicably resolved," Weiss said.
The primary defendants in the
case ar~ contractor, or construction
manager, of the project, Hardin Construction Company, LLC, and owner
of the project, UCF. Additional defendant parties include Fidelity and
Deposit Company of Maryland,
Zurich American Insurance Company, Travelers Casualty and Surety
PLEASE SEE

SETTLEMENT ON A3

Parent warns of
drunken driversSHAHDAI RICHARDSON
Staff Writer

Due to the actions of a
drunken driver, Central Florida mother Connie Beard
found herself sitting beside
her son's hospital bed singing
Sarah McLachlan's ''.Angel,"
while her only child lay
hooked to a respirator. Her
son's death brought Beard to
UCF Monday.
·
Beard spoke to Professor
Rhonda Nelson's com~ition
I class to share the story of her
son Matthew Beard, who was
killed by a drunken driver in
December 2006. Matthew, a
Florida State University senior
at the time, had just left Orlando and was headed to West
Palm Beach with two friends
when a drunken driver hit
their car. Matthew suffered
several internal injuries and
had to be airlifted to a hospital
"His injuries were all internal; he looked perfect on the
outside," Beard said
After eigh,t days, Matthew
was unhooked from the lifesupport and died at the age of

SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FlDRIDA FUTURE

Connie Beard shows photos of her son,
who was killed in a drunk-driving accident

moment my son left this
world," Beard said
Despite the pain of losing
her son, Beard, who likes to be
referred to as Matt's Mom, has
been able to talk to many people about Matthew and the
consequences of drunken
driving. She has been featured
in several publications, such as
the Orlando Sentinel, and on
television programs including

21
"I will never forget the

PLEASE SEE

MOTHER ON AS

· Sports radio seeks new station
MEGAN ANDERSON
Contributing Writer

UCF and their multimedia marketing partner, ISP
Sports, are currently in
negotiations for a new radio
deal
Their current station Clear Channel 740 AM
(WQTM), Orlando's all
sports station - is switching
to an all Spanish language

format.
With a month and a half
until the first football game
of 2008, UCF and ISP are
under pressure to sign a contract' before the season
·begins.
,
'We're hopeful of having
everything finalized this
month," said John Justus,
vice president of publishing
and Internet for ISP 5ports.
"We are working very hard

to having things finalized
prior to the first game."
According to Josh Bullock, the general sales manager of the UCF-ISP Sports
Network, neither ISP nor
UCF will divulge any information about whom they are
negotiating with, how much
money is involved in the
deal, or what this may mean
for UCF Athletics.
PLEASE SEE

UCF-ISP ·oN A3
I

A2
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the'UCF community

Knightlink helps students find jobs
Learn the features available
on KnightLink, the system where
students can search for part-time
and full-time jobs, post resumes,
obtain employer information
and access on-campus interviewing and recruiting events.
The session begins at 3 p.m.
today in the Career Services
office.
Call 407-823-2361 for more
information.

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

July 17, 2008
Vol 40, Issue 65 • 12 Pages
The Centro! Ronda Future is the independent studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Rorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the ed~orial staff
or the University administration. Alf cootent is propeity of
the Centro/ Florido Futureand may not be repl!nted in pan
orin whole without pemiissioo from the publisher.

NEWSROOM

Ladies leading the way in Theatre

407-447-4558 ~j ;,

UCF Conservatory Theatre's
. Summerstage '08 presents Leading Ladies, continues today at 8

Editor-in-Chief·
Jeffrey Riley x213

p.m.

editor@(entm/Flr'idaFuture.com

The plot involves two British
actors touring Pennsylvania, trying to get the girls.
Tickets are $10 for students,
$17 for non-students.
Call 407-823-1500 for more
information.

News Editors
Jessica Saggio and
Tara Young x213

PHOTOS COURTESY RON EAGLIN

Professor Ron Eaglin and teammate Kent Ryhorchuck of Team Blue paddle through dass-five waves on a river with whitewater during the Primal Quest Adventure Race.

News. CFF@gmailcom

Opinions Editors
Nathan Christopher and
Natalie Costa x213

Knight Glo parties into the night

Opinions.CFF@gmailmm

Late Knights will be rocking
at Lake Claire with Knight Glo.
- · Activities include airbrushed tattoos, an oxygen bar, glow-in-thedark volleyball and live music by
aDJ.
The party starts at 9 p.m.
• tomorrow and will go until 11;45

Sports Editor
Brian Murphyx215
Sports.CFF@gmailcom

Variety Editor
Whitney Hamrick x214
Varfety.CFF@gmailcom

Photo Editor
Amanda Moore

,, p.m.

Photo.CFF@gmailcom

Call 407-823-5107 for more
information.
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UCF professor challenges the limits of his body, mind
SHARON WEAVER

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed .

..,

Contributing Writer

Tropical depression fonns near
Acapulco, Mexico; moving southeast
MIAMI - A new tropical
depression formed in the Pacific
early Wednesday, while in the
Atlantic, Tropical Storm Bertha
turned eastward
The National Hurricane Center in Miami said the center of
the new tropical depression was
about 560 miles southeast ofAcapulco, Mexico, and it is not an I ·
immediate threat to land
The depression is moving
toward the northwest near 9 mph
, with maximum sustained winds
near 35 mph. Forecasters expect
, the depression to become a tropical storm later in the day.
Also in the Pacific, Hurricane
Elida gained strength with maxi. · mum sustained winds near 85
mph. But the storm is expected to
weaken as it moves over cooler
. waters. Elida is centered abo:ut
. 5'75 miles southwest of the southern tip ofBaja California. Mexico.

Honduran official who lost job now
fadng charges of resisting arrest
MIAMI - A Honduran govemment official who was forced
- to quit as foreign minister after a
drunken brawl with police is facing new charges of resisting
arrest in the United States.
Milton Jimenez, 50, was
arrested June 13 in Miami when
police say he refused to follow
instructions after the car in
which he was riding was stopped
for a traffic violation. The charge
of resisting arrest without violence is a misdemeanor punishable by up to a year in jail
At a brief court hearing
Wednesday, Miami-Dade County prosecutor Carlos Trujillo
offered a deal in which frmenez
would not go to trial but would
have to take an anger management course and donate $50 to

v

charity.

frmenez was not in court. His
lawyer, Jacqueline Woodward,
said she would "convey the offer
to my client."
A trial date of Aug. 5 was canceled. If Jimenez does·not take
the prosecutor's offer, a trial
would likely be rescheduled
within six weeks.
frmenez was forced inJanuary
to resign as Honduran foreign
minister after a video posted on
the Internet showed him throw~
PL.EASE SE£
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LOCAL ON A4

Ryan Bass, William Goss, Jennifer Larino,
Lauren Paulauskas, Shahdai Richardson,
Zaileen Roach, Kelda Senior,
Amanda K. Shapiro,
Robyn Sidersky, Keith Spencer, Kari Wilberg

1

UCF Engineering professor,
Ron
EagliJl,
completed a 10-day adventure race with three teammates.
This race, called Primal
Q!.test, is considered to be
"the most challenging
htiman endurance competition in the world," according to the director of the
event, Don Mann. This
fifth edition of Primal
Qµest toolc p1ace
'.Mc ntana from June 21 until July

2.
During a race like Primal Q!test, the racers challenge their bodies to the
extreme.
"To complete any portion ofthe race is an amazing accomplishment," said
Dawn Taylor Mann, Primal
Quest's director of operation.
Eaglin and his team,
Team Blue, raced through
about 550 miles by hiking,
.running, biking and climbing.
"[It was] a distance
equivalent to the distance
from Orlando to Atlanta;'
Eaglin said.
This edition of Primal
Quest
was
unique.
According to the director
of operations, "the course
had 100,000 feet of elevation gain; teams experienced different types of
extreme weather, wildlife
encounters, and flood levels on rivers that were
already treacherous."
In 10 days,
Team
Blue
slept 20 hours.
"We
tried
doing
48hour da~s
and get four
hours of
sleep
in
between
that."
Eaglin

explained Yet, he con- 1'When I p;.J.SSed out once worlted out four hours a
fessed that before the last Kent gave up his Red Bull day, every day.
day they were too excited for me."
"I •would keep moving
to finish - they slept only
Eaglin remembers each until I could not do it anyone hour that night.
of them with appreciation. more, and I ate as much as
Eaglin's team was com''Kent helped me physi- I could," he said
posed offour members; the cally a lot when I was realOften
he
worked
other
three
were ly hurting from the ten- weights out on a balance
Dominique ,Drouin. Kent donitis; Dom
always beain, with extra weight on
Ryhorchuk and Julie seemed to have a great joke a backpack.
Ardoin.
or story right when ¥OU
Eaglin also said that the
"It will be too danger- needed it to lift your spirits race, in its most extreme .
ous to do this alone," Eaglin and these had a great difficult conditions, is only
said For example, the team impact; Julie always kept SO percent physical; the
had to walk on ice bridges the team mood positive pt}ier SO percent is mental.
and snow packs. "You don't and her experiel!-ce ~ and
"The course designers
know Wffllt'
~~..
~--,efl;-r.wflf';i.i:J!l.t,ti,i,_Btfi~-e~ to preve wrong
Eaglin said! ·
Eaglin sai
whoever thought they
Nonetheless, the team
About an hour before were prepared enough,"
agrees that they could not the race started, Eaglin, Eaglin said.
have done it without each who was the navigator of
For someone that is
other.
the team, was given maps. interested in racing on Pri"Our team, composed No route was given to the m'1 Qµest, Eagliri suggests:
of individuals acting with teams, only some reaching "doing tough races, and
one mind and one focus, points, and ~ had to fig- conditioning and challengsuccessfully completed the- ute out the faster and easi- ~ your body to the
co~" Ardoin said
er routes to iel;l!:h those. extreme during workouts."
"You really get.to know points .on the~Eaglin was extremely
each other/' Ba~lin said;
~ sai.4. tbi¢ getting haid on himself during
"when you swire some- on a bilre -was ~ally a preparatjoo.
thing that intense, of gteat break: They had; to
· ~ n I ran until I
course you bond"
,addle in rivers with cotla i,.ot do it anymore, I
Ryborchuk said, ''There WJntewater through Class would make myself double
are connections with peo-, itJVe wavesi along withhav- the time of my workout
ple and nature that you dis- ~ to docige strainers. The ~use it would help me
cover through mutual water was 36 degrees ~tally," he said
dependence"
Fahrenheit all the time. He
During the preparation
This dependence also said that the adrenaline and the race, Eaglin had
births physical and mental helped. not feeling the cold support from his family.
strength.
as much.
"My wife was incredibly
''We derived strength
They also did some supportive,,_ he said. "She
just from the presence and river boarding where all was just there all the time."
determination of each they had to do was stay
The day Eaglin crossed
other," Eaglin said "Every- buoyant. But that was nQt the finish line, his wife
one did everything possi- easy.
Linda told him, ''you are
ble, both physically and
''It's like being in charge going to be looking for
mentally to get to the [fin- of a roller coaster:' he said your pext challenge in a
ish] line," Drouin added
"If you are an adrenaline week;' indicating the
Eaglin assures complet- junkie, you can't beat it."
incessant competitive spiring the race was a team
The team also climbed it that Eaglin has. Eaglin
effort.
and hiked mountains.
loves outdoor sports and
''When I needed my
"Crossing the Crazy started adventure racing 10
team. boy, Mountains was a gorge<:>us years ago.
they
experience," he said "And
Every day; Eaglin also
were
the Bridger Mountains bikes to and from UCF
there were brutal and relentless." where he teaches in the
for
F.agliri said that on the College of Engineering.
last two days ofthe race, all That is 10 miles each way.
that was on his mind was
"Everybody should do
the finish line
it," he said
''.All I thought was 'must
Now,~ is still recumove,'" he said "Finishing P.:'rating· from tendonitis,
the race felt so good."
adrenaline exhaustion and
For a race like this, com- the loss of 1,2 pounds.
petitors take years. to pre- F.aglin has been a UCF facpare.
ulty member since 1991 To
"The penalty for not learn more about Eaglin's
getting ready for this is toe, adventure racing, visit his
high: death," Eaglin said blog
at
"And that has happened http://eaglioar.hlo~t.co
before."
m. For more information
Eaglin spent four on Primal Qµest, please
yeaxs preparing to com- visit
www.ecopripete in Primal Qµest He malquest.com.

CORRECTION
In the July14 issue ofTheFuture,
contributing writer Kerri Anne
Renzulli's last name was spelled

LOCAL WEATHER

incorrectly.

••

~

In the article titled "Closed for
repairs," Christine Dellert didn't

Today

state her quotes via e-mail

T-STORMS

To clarify in the article titled ''It's
in the bag," the Merle Norman
store offers alO percent discount to
UCF students with a valid ID, but
the discount excludes Vera
Bradley products.

,

High:87°
Low:75°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Friday

Today: 80 percent chance of rain.
South southeast winds at 16 mph.
Tonight: Storms into the evening.
South southeast winds at 10 mph.

T-STORMS

Saturday
T-STORMS

High:90°
Low:75°
High:92°
Low:75°
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LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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Cook's claims looked into Learn to aid disasters
FROM

Al

"We had been there for
about 45 to 50 minutes before
Communion took place,"
Cook said ''I explained to my
friend that he should not
accept Communion because
he is not Catholic."
Cook's friend accompanied
him to the altar without
accepting Communion, but
Cook was going to bring the
Eucharist to his seat so that his
friend could see it.
"I thought I was avoiding a
problem," Cook said
Gook said the woman giving out the Eucharist grasped
his elbow, and a woman next
to him ordered him to eat it.
According to Catholic Campus Ministry worker Michelle
Ducker's statement in the affidavit, Cook pretended to consume it.
When Cook returned to his
seat, Ducker realized that he
had not eaten it and moved
toward him. Cook said that
Ducker told him that if he did
not eat it, she was going to
make a huge scene. According
to Cook, she tried to remove
the Eucharist from his hand,
and he asked her to stop
touching him.
UCF Associate Campus
Minister Joshua Swallows .
asked Cook and his friend to
leave. Cook said he was insulted and demanded an apology.
Swallows said in his statement
that he was following policy to
make sure that the Eucharist
was not going to be used for
devil worship.
Cook and his friend
attempted to explain their
intention, but Swallows

New grad certificate
offered in crisis relief

TRANSUBSTANTIATION
In many Christian churches, the doctrine holding that the bread and wine of the
Eucharist are transfonned into the body and blood ofJesus, although their
appearances remain the same.
-WWW.ANSWERS.COM

informed them that they had
to leave.
Cook left with the
Eucharist in his pocket.
Cook said he wanted an
apology and he was holding
the Eucharist as collateral. He
gave the Eucharist back a
week later without receiving
an apology.
This incident has erupted
in not only the UCF community, but also nationally. The
Catholic Campus Ministry
was extremely upset by
Cook's taking of the Eucharist.
Rev. Peyton Johnson, the
pastor of Lakeside Presbyterian Church in Tarpon Springs,
who also has a doctorate
degree in theology, explained
the significance of the
Eucharist by describing transubstantiation.
"In transubstantiation,
. Catholics actually see the
elements of Communion,
being the bread and cup, as
the blood and body of Jesus
Christ. We consume him,"
Johnson said. "The elements
take on the being of Jesus
and deserve all respect and
awe."
The Catholic Church
views taking the Eucharist as
stealing the body of Christ.
The Church typically does not
permit the Eucharists to be
taken away from the altar in
fear of dropping or desecrat-

ing its holiness.
"Most Protestants see
Communion as representative of Christ's body . and
blood, which differs from
Catholic views, but all
Catholics and Protestants
believe in the very real presence
of Jesus
during
Communion and hold it with
high reverence," Johnson said
Cook said the story keeps
changing from the Catholic
side.
''The women claimed they
did not grab me when speaking to Kerry Welch, director of
the Office of Student Involvement, which conflicted with
the previous report filed,"
Cook said "It's wrong to initiate physical force against others based on: assumptions."
·Since this incident, Cook
said he has received hundreds
of e-mails through both Facebook and his SGA account
that pose as threats.
"In one day, I got about 70
messages, none to my face,"
Cook said. ''.They're coming
from a,ll over, not jµst the UCF
community." '
The SGA Senate will meet
at 9 p.m. today for their normal meetin,g in ·the Student
Union, which will now
include Cook's iinpeachment
investigation.
Additional reporting by Editor-in-ChiefJeffrey Riley.

Settlement hasn't been sigried
FROM

Al

work is · scheduled to be
complete prior to the beginning of the fall semester."
In the ' Dura-Stiess case,
court documents detail a
timeline of events beginning
with Dura-Stress providing
Hardin a proposal to begin
work on the garage in the
amount of $7.4 million in
August 2005. In Nov. 2005,
UCF issued Dura-Stress a
purchase order in the
amount of $5.6 million.
Documents show that
Dura-Stress' total demand is
broke down between manufacturing delay costs, which
encompasses overtime costs,
change in materials used . specifically the changing of
the original brick choice to ,
Endicott brick - and dewatering delays, which
encompasses crane and
crew costs, additional hauling costs and material storage.
A document states that
portions of the plaintiff's

Company of America and
Burke Hogue and Mills
Associates Inc., the architect/engineer for the project.
Parking Garage A is currently under renovation for
the summer term.
Senior vice president and
general manager of the
Orlando office for the contracting company, Hardin
Construction Co., Steve
Rivers, issued the following
statement by e-mail about
the company's involvement
in the repairs.
"As we do on all of our
projects, we are honoring
our warranty obligations and
are replacing some· defective
caulking that was not
installed properly within the
parking deck. The work is
being done during the summer months so as to minimize any interruption of
parking needs for the
upcoming school year. The

work was delaye\:l awaiting
UCF's selection of brick. It
states that the plaintiff was
directed to use Endicott
brick by tJCF, but that that
particular brick type doesn't
"meet
the
tolerances"
required by their company.
In addition, the document
states that the Endicott brick
"does not meet the design
criteria established in the
project-specifications."
Clark stated that conflict
also arose over whether the
garage was completed or
not, though Clark emphasized the point that there .
were no structural safety
issues involved. He said a
structural engineer was
brought in to go through and
evaluate the facility, but no
official r~port was filed due
to the pending litigation.
"There are some problems," Clark said. "That's
what they're working on fixing right n,ow, but that's all
part of the deal."

ANDREA CANTERBURY
Contributing Writer

In a country consumed by
war, burned by fires and decimated by hurricanes, a new
graduate certificate offers
students an opportunity to
learn the basics of disaster
management.
The College of Health
and Public Affairs began
their fledgling emergency
management and homeland
security graduate program
this semester. The program
offers graduate students in
any major training in crisis
management for natural and
man-made disasters, threats
to national security and.
coordination of public, private and nonprofit sectors
for emergency management.
The certificate requires only
four core classes and two
restricted electives for completion.
Course topics include:
foundations of emergency·
management and homeland·
security and managing
emergencies and crises.
Cross-sectoral governance is
the first class to be taught for
the certificate and wraps up
its inaugural session at UCF
on August 1. Assistant ·
professor Thomas Bryer
previously taught the course
at the University of South
Florida and has brought his
· experience to the new certificate.
"The program will give
tools to students to help
them understand how their
counterparts in the public,
private and nonprofit sectors work, what their values
are, what their unique cultures are and ultimately will
help all of these students
·generate their own personal
toolbox-for solving or acting
responsibly in a crisis situa-

PHOTO COURTESY ALAN SMILIE

Nairn Kapucu is the program coordinator for the emergency management and
homeland security graduate program in the College of Health and Public Affairs.

tion," Bryer said..
think the better off we're
Ten students have been going to be in the future in
admitted to the certificate dealing with the quite seriprogram but increased ous.problems of hazards, disenrollment is anticipated in asters and what to do about
the future. Bryer said he ha.s them."
roughly 30 students in his
But FEMA isn't only lookclass and about 35 to 40 per- ing for students focusing on
cent are enrolled in the emergency management for
emergency
management their degree. Blanchard said
they want to reach people
program.
· "So far, it's been a won- who are also going to be proderful experience," Bryer fessionals in other areas. He
said. "The students are really said we need a new generataking to the issues and tion of emergency managers
learning about how to best to bring their unrelated
network cross-sectors of major's perspective into play.
society to solve the tough
"I think it's really applicaproblems that we face."
. ble to almost anything you
The program not only can do, whether it's public
features special training on administration or nonprofit
management and contract- management," Baumstein
ing for all sectors, but hosts said. "You can work with the
built-in curriculum from homeless through emerFEMA'.s Professional Devel- gency management. I think
opment Series (PDS). After that even if you don't work
completion of 11 online directly with Red Cross or
FEMA PDS courses, stu- the Orange County Office of
dents will receive a PDS Cer- Emergency Management in
tificate
of Completion that aspect, it still can be
applied to the daily things
accredited by the agency.
"We certainly encourage going on in our society and
the widest semination of the Florida community."
The deadline for applicainformation among th~ UCF
program as you could pro- tion to the . emergency
vide because it's going to management and homeland
help," Blanchard said. "The security graduate program
more people that know · for the spring semester is
about it and get involved, I December!.

UCF-ISP Netyvork has few options
Al

tions and Salem Communications-owned 660 AM
The Orlando Sentinel, (WORL) have weak ,signals.
however, reported that UCF In addition ·to its weak sigand ISP ·w ere looking . at na:l, ESPN affiliate WHOO
three 'options to broadcast also broadcasts Florida State
UCF sports by the fall: Clear University sports.
Channel-owned 740 AM
The other option, WFLF,
··(WQTM) and 540 AM has a stronger signal, yet it
(WFLF), Salem Communica- airs both University of Floriticins-owned
660
AM da teams and the Orlando
· (WORL) and ESPN affiliate Predators.
WHOO (1800 and 1060 AM).
If these are the. only
Although these three sta- options for the UCF-ISP
tions could broadcast the Sports Network, it could be a
UCF-ISP Sports Network, · tough decision for both UCF
there are some problems and the radio stations. UCF
. with each scenario.
needs a strong signal to satisAccording to the Sentinel, fy the fans, but if their station
article as well as other sports airs other college games, a
fans. in the Orlando area, scheduling
interference
both the ESPN affiliate sta- between the two universities
FROM

could lead to problems.
Although the other stations face challenges, UCFISP Sports Network could
decide to stay at Clear Channel-owned
740AM
(WQTM). This station has a
strong signal in the UCF
area, but the transition to a
Spanish language 'station
could be a tough hurdle to
jump.
Joe Hornstein, UCF associate athletic director for
Communications, said that
UCF really doesn't have a
say in where its sports are
broadcast. They have put
this situation in the hands of
ISP Sports and trust that
they can produce the best
decision for UCF.
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando
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ing punches at police following
a traffic stop in that country.
Timenez admitted later he was
intoxicated
but
"hadn't
reached a level of alcoholic
mindlessness."
Jimenez was identified in
the U.S. court as a counselor to
Honduras' president.

FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

94-~ar-old man has charges of
soliciting prostitution dropped
·BRADENTON - A 94year-old Bradenton man
whose arrest for soliciting a
prostitute became fodder for
late-night comedians won't be
prosecuted after all
A judge tossed out the misdemeanor charge Tuesday,
saying Frank Milio was
entrapped by an undercover
officer before his arrest in
November. .
The judge said the officer
walked to Milio's car without
being summoned and eventually got him to agree to pay for
oral sex.
His attorney, Donald E.
Grieco, said he was happy for
Milio, whose arrest had
blocked him from getting into
an assisted-living facility. Milio
suffers from dementia
Grieco said Milio enjoys
flirting with pretty women and
never had any intention ofpaying for sex. But prosecutors
argued that he knew exactly
what he was doing.
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Mary Lee is shown chatting with friends online. Among a nationwide group of about
1,000 American children, 90 percent were active two hours each weekday.

New study shows a drastic drop
in exercise by today's teenagers

Swap of bodies for prisoners
goes peacefully in Lebanon

CHICAGO - One of the
largest studies of its kind
shows just how sluggish
American children become
once they hit the teen years:
While 90 percent of 9-yearolds get_a couple of hours of
exercise most days, fewer
than 3 percent of IS-year-olds
do.
What's more, the study
suggests that fewer than a
third of teens that age get
even the minimum recommended by the government
- an hour of moderate-tovigorous
exercise,
like
cycling, brisk walking, swimming or jogging.
The sharp drop raises concerns about inactivity continuing into adulthood, which
could endanger kids' health
throughout their lives, the
study authors said
Inactivity is linked with
greater risks for many health
problems, including heart disease, obesity, high blood pressure and diabetes.
The new findings come
just a week after an influential
·pediatricians group recommended that more children
have
their
cholesterol
checked and that some as
young as 8 should be given
cholesterol-lowering drugs.
That advice was partly out of
concern over future levels 'of
heart disease and other ailments linked to rising rates of
childhood obesity.
The latest study, appearing '
in Wednesday's Journal ofthe
American Medical Association, tracked about 1,000 U.S.
children at various ages, from
2000 until 2006.
Special gadgets were used
to record their activity. Average levels of moderate-to-vigorous activity fell from three
hours a day at age 9 to less
than an hour at age 15.

NAQOURA, Lebanon Israel freed a notorious
Lebanese attacker and four
others Wednesday after
Hezbollah handed over two
black coffms with the bodies
of Israel soldiers, a dramatic
prisoner swap that closes a
painful chapter from the 2006
war in Lebanon
The five including
Samir Kantar, who had been
serving multiple life terms in
Israel for a grisly 1979 attack
- were brought home in
International Committee for
·the Red Cross vehicles and
received a red-carpet welcome at this coastal border

- ASSOCIATED PRfSS
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In Israel, family and
friends outside the homes of
the two captured Israeli solORLANDO - Former boy
diers burst into tears when
band promoter Lou Pearlman
TV
images
showed
will have to repay victims ofhis
Lebanon's Hezbollah guerrildecades-long investment fraud
las taking the coffins out of a
$300 million in restitutioIL
blackvaIL
A federal judge on WednesThough officials had sus. day asked lawyers to draw up
pected
Ehud Goldwasser and
that order.
Eldad Regev were dead, the .
It's unclear whether the forsight of the coffins was the
mer creator of the Backstreet
first confirmation of their
Boys and 'N Sync will be able
fate.
to raise those funds while
The swap reopened
behind bars.
another searing moment
from Israel's past with the .
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
release of Samir Kantar and
four other Lebanese prison- ·
·ers.
.
Kantar was convicted in a
1979 nighttime attack that .
killed a 4-year-old girl, her
father and a policeman.
Although polls show Israelis
solidly endorse the exchange,
What's in the news at
many see Kantar
the
colleges around the country
embodiment of evil
Two Oklahoma colleges ranked
In _L ebanon. a hero's wel- ·
as the best to be employed at
come was prepared for KanTULSA, Okla. Two
tar, a Lebanese Druse who
Oklal;toma colleges ranked
acted on behalf of the Palesfavorably in several catetine Liberation Front, a small
gories used by the Chronicle
faction of the PLO. The swap
of Higher Education in its list
is likely to provide a ~ignifiof Great Colleges to Work For.
cant boost to Hezbollah,
Oklahoma City University
which is trying to rebuild a
Massachusetts Senate votes to
ranks among the top five c::olreputation tarnished when it
repeal law used to stop gays
leges in more than two-thirds
BOSTON - Gay couples turned its guns on fellow
ofthe categories, and the Unifrom across the ·country are Lebanese in May.
versity of Central Oklahoma
Wllliling freedom for Kanone step closer to a Massais among the best in eight cattar was one of the reasons
chusetts.wedding.
egories.
.
The state Senate voted Hezbollah leader Sheik HasThe human resources conTuesday to repeal a 1913 law san Nasrallah cited at the time
sulting firm ModernThink
used to bar out-of-state gay for going to war with Israel in
LLC surveyed more than
couples from marrying in the 2006.
15,000 administrators and facstate. The move to repeal the
ulty and staff members at 89
law, which prohibits couples Serbian student wanted for
four-year colleges - 39 pub. from obtaining marriage assault joins basketball team
lic and 50 private - in March
BELGRADE, Serbia - A
licenses if they couldn't legaland April.
ly wed in their home states, is Serbian student wanted in the
The Chronicle's report,
driven in part by California's United States on assault
published in this week's edirecent legalization of same-· charges has decided to join a
tion, lists the top five colleges
sex marriage.
Serbian basketball team in
in each category but does not
. The House is expected to order to fight mental depreslist the colleges that did not
vote on the repeal later this sion. his.lawyer said
make the top five.
Miladin Kovacevic, 20, had
week. Gov. Deval Patrick,
OCU made the list for
whose 18-year-old daughter been recruited to .p lay basketsmall colleges - those with
announced publicly last ball for Binghamton Universi499 or fewer employees.
month that she is a lesbian, ty in northern New York state,
UCO is among medium colwould have 10 days to sign it.
but fled the United States in
leges with 500 to 2,499
The law dates to a time early June after being charged
employees.
when the majority of states in the severe beating ofBryan
OCU President Tom
outlawed interracial mar- Steinhauer during a May 4
McDaniel said the university
riages. Critics said the law bar fight. ·
rewards employees with
was designed to smooth relaHe fled to his native counincentive pay for thinking of
tions with those states. Mass- try with the help of a Serbian
ideas that are used. OCU has
achusetts has allowed interra- diplomat in New York who
adopted an idea for saving , cial marriages since 1843.
provided him with emermoney on utilities and anothOpponents of gay mar- gency travel documents after
er for giving employees and
riage said the 1913 statute is his passport was impounded
their children tuition-free
needed to ensure Massachu- by U.S. court a~thorities.
education.
Belgrade's private Beta
setts respects the marriage
OCU also encourages
;laws of other states. They said news agency said Kovacevic
employees to create a good
it will also help prevent same- signed a contract to play for
environment for students, he
sex couples from entering KK Vrbas, a team that plays in
said.
into marriages and then a regional Serbian league.
Several categories in
Kovacevic's refusal to
returning to states that have
which OCU was recognized
already passed laws or return to the United States to
we.re for healthy facultyamended their constitutions face charges has sparked a
administration
relations,
diplomatic issue between
to bar gay marriages.
work-life balance, internal
The law was rarely Serbia and U.S. officials
communications and facilienforced until Massachusetts' demanding his return.
ties and security, according to
Serbian law does not allow
Supreme Judicial Court ruled
the Chronicle.
in 2003 that the state could no him to be extradited, and Serb
UCO was recognized for
longer bar gay couples from officials have suggested U.S.
its teaching en,vironment;
marrying. Romney, then eye- authorities hand over the full
connection to institution and
ing a run for president, case file so they can consider
pride; tenure clarity and
ordered city and town clerks whether Kovacevic should be
process;
and
policies,
to enforce the statute, prosecuted in Serbia
resources and efficiency,
although some town clerks
among others, according to
balked.
survey results.

Court says Lou Pearlman must
repay victims offraud scheme
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Event's turnout
predicted as high

Mother says all losses effect the world
FROM

•
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•
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Good Morning America. Beard
?as also become highly
mvolved in organizations such
as Moth'ers Against Drunk
Driving (MADD) and the Dori
Slosberg Foundation.
"It is really important for
me to tell this story," Beard
said "It is never easy; but it is
important"
Whilespeakingtotheclas~
Beard not only spoke about
what happened to her son, but
she emphasized who he was
and what was truly lost As a
SARAH ROGERS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
biology and philosophy major, Connie Beard holds a picture of her son Matthew, 21, who was killed in a drunk driving
Matthew had plans to be a accident. Beard spoke to an English dass Monday about the dangers of drunk driving.
marine biologist, working in
the Florida Keys after he graduated He had already earned
respect in the ~ e biology
world with some groundbreaking work involving coral
reefs. His research was presented this past week at the
11th International Coral Reef
Symposium.
- RHONDA NELSON
"The drunk driver took
ENGLISH PROFESSOR
away my future, Matt's future,"
Beard said "There is no telling
what the future held for Matt Nelson asked her students to . ing each and every one of you
and our oceans."
raise their hands if they had to be responsible," Beard said
Nelson, who has been close ever driven under the influ- to the class.
friends with Beard since ence of alcohol Among the 24
Saya Arakawa, an advertisbefore Matthew's death, freshmen, about four of them mg and public relations major,
assigned her English students ·raised their hands. Nelson admits to having once drove
to write a review of Beard's believes it is especially impor- home intoxicated because she
presentation about drunken tant to spread the message had no other way of getting
driving. A prominent reason about drunken driving to home. Beard's story reiterated
Nelson chose for her students freshrpan students because Arakawa's past decision to
to write about Beard's story is they aie often just getting into avoid putting herself in that
because of the glorification of partying and are unaware of situation again.
drunken driving she has wit- what could happen or who.
"I know I will never do that
nessed among her college stu- they could hurt.
again just knowing the consedents.
However, Beard and Nel- quences," Arakawa said. "I
"It is like college students son are not saying it is only think it's just selfish."
think drinking and driving are college students driving with
To make it clear how
a part of the curriculwn," Nel- alcohol in their systems.
drunken driving has hurt so
son said. "They think you are
"It is not just college stu- many families, Beard also told
not a college student until you dents and teens," Beard said "I the class about former UCF
drink."
am focusing on you guys freshman Jessica Johnson who
Drunken driving and binge because of [Matthew] ..."
was killed by a drunken driver
drinking in general have been
Both Nelson and Beard while heading home on Coloan issue in the college commu- . hope that the presentation will nial Drive in' 2005. She also
nity for a long time now. The make students more aware of spoke about Princessa Triplett
issue is even·reflected in the the sometimes deadly conse- who died in crash in which
recentlimitputontailgatingat . quences of drunken driving'. If she was the person drinking
UCF football games by univer- students are going to drink, and driving. Beard heard these
sity officials. As of August 30, they want them to at least do it stories at Compassionate
no open alcohol containers in a way that does not endan- Friend meetings, which· are
will be allowed once games ger anyone.
meetings for parents who have
start.
"While I am not condoning lost a child
During her presentation, underage drinking, I ~ askBeard explained that

"It is like college_ students think
drinking and driving are a part
of the curriculum."

a

AS

Triplett's story is an extremely
rare occasion where she sympathizes with the drunken
driver, mainly because she
understands the pain Triplett's
parents had to endure. She
FROM A1
does not want other parents to
have to understand this pain of
this time we're throwing it all
losing a child as well
together," said Keat Simon,
LIST OF EVENTS AT
"I don't want your parents
entertainment director for
to be in my shoes," Bear~ said
Late Knights.
KNIGHTGLO
to the class. "They're ugly
Late Knights is the safe
shoes. They're ugly, ugly
partying organization at
shoes."
Airbrush tattoos
UCF. It hosts free events for
Five students in the class
students every month, and is
Oxygen bar
attested to having known I· . funded through SGA. The
DJ
someone who died or was
most recent event had an
severely injured in a drunkenestimated attendance of
Glow-in-the-dark
driving crash. Psychology
1,200 students. This summer
volleyball
major Danielle Hills explained
event is budgeted at $18,000,
that one of her close friend's · j and is planne·d to bring in
Miniature golf
legs were crushed after being
more than 1,000 students.
Lasertag
hit by a drunken driver.
In the past, Late Knights
''I had a lot of friends and
has ended its events with the
family that were in accidents
spring luau and started up
FREE FOOD AT MIDNIGHT
with drunk driving," Hills said
again during fall. The inclu"I was crying listening to
sion of a summer event is
[Beard] talk about it b~ause
intended to keep students excitement for Knight Glo,
fve known parents who have
· interested in its activities, the team has put extra effort
been through it"
while giving freshmen an into the event.
'We want to make sure it
With a bumper stick on her
impression of what to look
goes perfectly so that they
car that reads, "Matthew was
forward to during the year.
killed by the selfish and crimi"This is om: first time hav- want to come back to more,"
nal act of a drunk driver,"
ing an event during summer, Phillips said.
Typically, Late Knights
Beard accepts no excuses for
so hopefully we can get
drunk driving.
enough people out there to has easily attracted freshmen
''Drunk drivers play Russkeep it going and make this to its alcohol-alternative
ian roulette with others on the
summer event a tradition," .e vents, but this time it will be
focusing on upperclassmen
road," Beard said. "They do
Sim.on said.
not make a mistake. They
Despite this being the first as well, student director
choose to make their car a
Late Knights event to be Kacie Zavada said.
The safe-party atmosdeadly weapon."
hosted during summer, the
For that reason, Beard says
officers still feel confident phere created by Late
that she will never forgive the
that there will be a signifi- Knights is already popular
with many freshmen, but the ,
drunken driver that crashed
cant turnout on Friday.
into Matthew. As a single
"We've created the Face- organization is using adver.mother, Matthew was all
book group and that has been tising and student opinion
Beard had. Neither the anger
· very responsive," advertising polls to increase its scope
nor the sadness has left her
director Mallori Phillips said. and draw in a larger audience.
heart.
"Our goal is to keep mak!'There is not a day that has
The event has raised a lot
gone by since my son has died
of excitement among past ing them bigger and better
that I haven't cried," Beard
Late Knights' participants; · every time," Zavada said.
Late Knights took the
said
students who have never
But still, Beard carries on
attended Late Nights, as well challenge of hosting a sumtelling Matt's story in order to
as many of the freshmen mer party, despite having
half their board gone for
save others. She said it is her
from the summer term. .
job now to make people aware
"I've never been to one summer vacation. The planof the damage drunken drivbefore, mostly because I was ning for this event was much
ing can cause.
busy during school," said more involved than for previ"Because of Connie's
Chris Fischer, a sophomore. ous ones.
"We had to work around
strength, she will be able to
"[But now] I would go mostpass on the message," Nelson
ly because of the glow-in- [the member's] schedules to
have the meetings, but we
said. "She will make a differthe-dark volleyball."
ence because of her strength.
As a result of students' still pulled it off," Sim.on said

LATE KNIGHTS
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A-ROD'S WIFE INVESTGATES
WHETHER HE SPIED ON HER

MIAMI - The wife of Alex
Rodriguez wants to know ifthe New
York Yankees star hired private
detectives or ill$lled wiretaps to spy
on her.
Cynthia Rodriguez's lawyers
demanded evidence of any such
surveillance as part of a routine request
filed in Miami-Dade Grcuit Court last
week in their divorce case.
The document asks for any tape
recordings, photographs, reports from
investigators or results from possible
wiretaps"or other electronic
surveillance conducted by you or others
on your behalf."
Cynthia Rodriguezfiledfordivorce ,
last week after more than five years of
marriage, citing her husband's alleged
infidelity.She wants their $12 million
waterfront mansion in Coral Gables,a
luxury SUV,alimony and financial
· support for their two young daughters.
Alex Rodriguez has been linked in
various tabloid reports to Madonna,
though both have denied a romantic
relationship. He has also been
photographed out at night with a
former Las Vegas stripper.
Rodriguez is in the first season of a
10-year,$275 million contract that
makes.him baseball's highest-paid
player.

BASKETBALL

,

And Justin Morneau is
safe! Unf<;>rtunately, the MLB
. All-Star Game never is.
As soon as Tuesday
night's celebration mutated
into Wednesday morning's
marathon, you could hear all
the naysayers screaming
about _how to change the
Mid-Summer Classic once
again.
Expand the rosters, bring
more pitchers, don't include
pitchers who started on the
Sunday before the game, set
an innings limit, don't make
it decide home-field advantage in the World Series ...
Just stop!
Yes, the first four innings
were a snoozfest, but then
the game really picked up as
everyone else was snoozing.
A game-tying home run;
an eighth-inning lead
snatched right back; Dan
Uggla's three errors, two of
which came on consecutive
plays; the outstanding
defense; the bad calls by
umpires; the numerous
chanc~s each team had to
win, all of which evaporated
- this game had it all And
to try to overshadow those
events with preceding arguments is absurd

OLD HOME TO 76ERS, FLYERS,
TO BE DEMOLISHED IN 2009

PHILADELPHIA- One more link to
Philadelphia's championship history is
destined for destru'ction.
The Spectrum, once home to titlewinning 76ers and Flyers teams,will
dose in 2009 and be demolished to
make
way for an entertainment
............, ____ _... ---- _____.. r ___.,.

·

' Yes, the game 'was very
long and went late into the
night. But, what else do you .,
expect when you start ~
All-Star Game at 8:30 p.m.,
east coast time? You already
1mow it's going to approach
midnight with a regular
pace.
You can't exoand the ros-
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UCF go1fer tied for 26th place
DavidJol)nson entered Wednesday's
third round 11 shots back of leader
WILLIAM PERRY
Contributing Writer

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

UCF's David Johnson entered Wednesday's 3rd round of the U.S. Amateur Public Links
Championship in a tie for 26th place at 1 over par. He was 11 shots behind the leader.

UCF golfer David Johnson
advanced to the match play
portion of the 83rd U.S. Public
Links Amateur Championship.
Johnson shot a threeunder-par 68 in the first round
Monday and a four-over-par
75 in the second round Tuesday - a total of 143 - to
ad~ce to the match play section of the championship. He
entered the third round tied
for 26th place out of 156 players. He was 11 strokes behind
the leader, Aaron Goldberg.
Johnson made birdies on
the sixth, seventh, ninth, 10th
and 16th holes, but bogeyed
the eigth and the 17th. The 17th

hole averaged a half-stroke
over-par during the first two
rounds.
On Tuesday Johnson
birdied holes three, six and 11,
and was 1 under par through 13
holes, ·but costly double
bogeys on 14 and 17 turned the
round from good to bad.
If Johnson advances from
his match Wednesday morning, he will have a long road
ahead of him if he wants to
win the championship. The
winners in the match play format who continue to advance
will be playing 36 holes of golf
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Johnson said he expects to
have a solid showing because
he is fully comfortable with
his abilities in match play.

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
START STRONG ...
UCF golfer David Johnson opened up
the amateur championship with a 3under-par 68, putting him in a tie for
sixth place.

"Match play is where I
excel." Johnson said before the
tournament. "I don't make
many mistakes. I'm pretty
smart and make a lot of pars
and throw a lot of birdies in
there sometimes.
"Playing me in match play
would be pretty tough
because you have to play good
to beat me by making birdies,
which plays to my advantage."
Johnson teed off Wednesday morning at 11;09 a.m., but
his results were not available
at press time. Please see Mon-

THEN,THE SECOND WENT WRONG
Johnson fell off the pace in the second
round, dropping into a tie for 26th
with a 4-over-par 75. He was 11 shots
behind the leader, Aaron Goldberg.

day's edition of the Future for
a full recap.
The 83rd U.S. Amateur
Public Links Championship is
being held at Murphy Creek
Golf Course from July 14-19. It
is ol)e of ten individual amateur championships that the
USGA organizes. To qualify
for the event Johnson shot
rounds of 67 and 72 at Bloomingdale Golfers Club in Valrico, Fla., in June.
You can follow live scoring
on the USGA Web site at
www.usapl.org.

Peters, Wallace join Cozart Undergrad Dawes to work as
FROM

A6

left UCF. Wallace was hired as
the Panthers' newest assistant
coach July 9.
Phone, calls to Cozart and
Wallace were not returned, but
Wallace said in a press release:
"I am just thrilled to have
another opportunity to coach
alongside two great coaches
like C:i;aig Cozart and Bryan
Peters. There is definitely
nobody I'd rather work for and
with than those two guys."
Cozart, who coached · at
UCF for 12 seasons, was hired
as HPU's head baseball coach
. on June 27. After former UCF
Baseball head coach Jay
Bergman was fired on May 1
amid allegations of sexual
harassment on a male equipment manager, Cozart was
named the Knights' interim
head coach for the final 12
games of the 2008 season, .
guiding the . Knights to an
upset win past No. 27 Tulane
on May 4.

•

•

director of baseball operations

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
REUNITED
Craig Cozart, Bryan Peters and Rich
Wallace were coaches for the UCF
Baseball team in 2008. Now, they will
coach the High Point Panthers in 2009.

EXUDING EXPERIENCE
Cozart, Peters and Wallace have a
combined 29 years of coaching
experience. That number goes to 39 if
you include their playing experience.

Under the guidance of

Peters, the Knights finished the
2008 season ranked 87th in the
nation in batting average along
with ranking 76th in hits.
Prior to UCF, Peters worked
as a coach on Stetson's and
South Florida's baseball teams.
Like Cozart, Wallace's only
coaching job prior to HPU
came with his alma mater. As a
player, Wallace was a four-year
letterwinner with the Knights
from 2000-03. He was a part of
three teams that participated in
the NCAA Tournament. He
was also a member of three
Atlantic Sun regular-season
championship teams.
The Panthers finished their
2008 season in the Big South
Conference with a 20-33 overall
mark, 9-12 in conference.

•
•
•
•

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Rich Wallace agreed to stay as UCF's volunteer assistant coach for 2009, but left July 9
after Craig Cozart offered him a full-time assistant coach job at High Point University.

FOR SCHEDULE AND TICKET INFO

407-823-1500
W .lH(l l £.UCF.EUU
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said he first knew of Palumbo
as a player. He described
Palumbo as a hard-nosed;
determined player, and one of
the greatest players to play at
George Mason and in the
Colonial Athletic Conference.
He said those qualities also
represent him as a coach.
·~verybody.l talked to said
the same exact thing in reference to him as a coach: Thei;e
was nobody better," Rooney
said. "I talked to numerous
people who said if you are
looking for an infield instructor, Jeff Palumbo is one of the
best in the country, and he's
one of the rising stars of college baseball.
"He's very smart, he's very
intuitive. In every discussion
that we've had, those qualitie·s
certainly come to the forefront."
Rooney's second hire
Monday was Kyle Dawes,
who will begin his first year
COURTESY GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY
as the university's director of Former George Mason assistant coach Jeff Palumbo, who joined the Knights on
baseball operations. Dawes
Monday, will assist with UCF's hitters and try to improve the team's infield defense.
filled the role of student manager for the baseball team in · table, it was a no-brainer from UCF's Sport Business Man2006 and 2007. He then my end After one conversa- agement Graduate Program
worked as a student assistant tion with Kyle, I knew he was and hopes to enter the program in the fall of 2009.
in the UCF business office for going to be my guy."
Dawes, an Orlando native
The only position left
the past year.
"For the director of opera- and a graduate of Colonial open on Rooney's staff is that
tions job, I knew what I want- High School in 2005, will be of volunteer assistant coach.
ed in my mind as the head coordinating all of the base- Rich Wallace agreed on June
coach," Rooney· said "I had a ball team's travel plans, assist- 23 to fill that role for the
clear vision of what I wanted ing with players' meals for Knights, as he had done since
that person to be. I talked to a home games and serving as a 2005. But on July 9, he acceptfew people about the job, and liaison for UCF alumni, . ed an offer to be a full-time
assistant coach alongside foras soon as Kyle and I had a among other duties.
Set to graduate .in the fall mer UCF coaches Craig
conversation, knowing his
background and knowing while majoring in accounting, Cozart and Bryan Peters at
what he could bring to the Dawes was accepted into High Point University.
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MOVIETTh'.lm

Variety Editor

The Dark Knight, Warner Bros.

•
The Dark Knight
(PG-13) 9:00a, 9-Joa, 10:00a,10-Joa,
11:2Da,11:50a,12:20, 12:50, 1:20, 1:50,2:40,3:10,
3:40, 4:10, 4:40, 5:10, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00,8:30,
9:20, 9:50, 10-10, 10-.so, 11:20, 11:So, 12:40a 1:1oa
1:30a
'
'

MammaMia!
(PG-13)9:15a, 10:15a, 1:00,2:00, 3:50,4:50, 7:20,
8:20, 10:00, 10:45, 12:45a

Space Chimps
(G)9:45a, 12:00, 2:10, 4:30.7:40, 10:05, 12:35a

Hellboy II: The Golden Anny

(PG-13) 10:20a, 11:SSa, 1:05,2:40, 4:15, 5:25,7:15,
s:15, 10:30, 12:SOa, 1:2oa

Journey to the Center of the Earth
(PG) Digital 3D Showtimes
9:40a,u:10,2:15. 7:35, 10:15, 12:30a

Meet Dave

.

(PG) 9-55a,12:35, 1:25, 4:00, 7:45, 10:10, 12:25a

Hancock
(PG--13) 10:25a, 2:50, 4:35, 5:15, 8:10, 9:55, 11:45,
12:3oa
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio Showtimes
12:40, 7:25
·
·

Wall-E
(G) 9:0Sa, 11:45a, 12:45, 2:20, 3:55, 4:55, 7:05, 8:05,
10:35, 12:20a
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rortunes and futures told in cups of tea
WHITNEY HAMRICK

•

•

www.CentralFforidaFuture.com

Leaves swirled in the currents of poured tea with calm
thoughts, aromatics pervade
and
Rorshach prophesies
anticipated sip by sip were
revealed after three stirs counterclockwise and a turned over
. cup.
Tasseomancy is the divination study of tea leaves, coffee
grounds or wine sentiments
that interprets the shapes
formed after the cup is drained.
Reading tea leaves originated in Asia, beginning in China
and progressing to Japan
through traditional tea ceremonies. It continued with a
resurgence as a parlor gafne for
fancy nouveau riche/bour7
geoisie parties in England
Spiritual guide Torre prepared long leaf Kali Cha Oolong
tea and ground leaf Irish breakfast tea for her tutorial at Elemental Crossings, 311 S. Park
Ave., Sanford
"When we pour our tea, we
use what they call one spoon for
the client and one spoon for the

pot," Torre said
The table covered with purple velvet and cobalt blue china
in a small dinning room labeled.
"The Class Room: Leave Your
· Ego At The Door'' set the
ambiance as Torre intoned her
clairvoyance in dulcet timbres.
"She's my fairy godmother,"
said Gloria Kieffer, friend and
loyal client ofTorre.
Ifright-handed. a person will
hold the teacup with the left
hand and vice versa ''You hold
on to your thoughts that way,"
Torre said
"Remove all of the excess
clutter from your mind; all
thoughts must leave the building that have nothing to do with
why we are here," Torre said
''Then you can really focus on
the intention of the reading, the
intention of what you're there
for. You're ·not there to force
seeing things you don't need to
see.

''Tea leaves reading is sort of
like the Rorshach test; it's visual
work ... That's why it's sometimes important to have someone else r~ad your tea leaves."
Torre explained there are six

paths of inquiry that bring people to have their tea leaves read:
travel, family, career, love,
money and health. Most want
to learn of the latter three.
Cups are read clockwise,
representing the 12 astrological
signs and months, from the rim -·
of the cup referring to the present, the middle ofthe cup referring to the next 24 weeks and
the bottom referring to the next
four to six months.
With the tea leaves continuing to brew in the steaming cup,
the tea is potent. The level of
caffeine puts a tear or two in a
few eyes and a blush on the
cheeks, producing a struggle
between two options: drink
quickly and get it over with or
drink slowly for the sake of
nerves and aneurism prevention.
The tea drained, a moment
of reverence, and the reading
began with a cup focused on
career with a surprise appearance oflove.
On the rim lay specs of tea,
representing projects to come.
Clockwise at the bottom Torre
professed the appearance of a

singing fairy sitting on a toad- wonnd up in front of the house
stool, typing or playing an and there was a for sale sign. I
instrument. Toward the end of called the real estate agent and
July and the beginning of she had just put up the sign 10
August, the outline of a fluffy minutes ago."
cloud emerged with a tri-point
One day Torre said she felt
star representing positive out- compelled to visit a new store
comes and sliver lining.
in Sanford She walked into the
A heart representing love store and behind the connter sat
will appear in October, and Paone, who immediately recogwhat Torre envisioned as a nized her and offered her a
genie in March, April and May,
represented wishes granted ; i = to r e a d f l t h e
with a crescent moon meaning
The next
launch of new projects. In the reading
center of the cup, a large oak will be
tree grew from the soggy leaves, July 20
/
meaning a strengthening of from 3
growth, foundation and sense p.m.to
ofsel£
5 p.m.
Seven years ago, Spring for $15,
"Ranye" Paone, proprietor of with
Elemental Crossings, met Torre private
at Universal where Torre readworked as a palmist and Tarot ings
reader. Torre read Paone's palm from 1
and picked up on Paone's inter- p.m. to 3
est in divinity and told her she p.m.
For
would one day open a spiritual- • more informaist store for the people.
tion go to AMANDA MOORE / CENTRAL
FLORIDA FUTURE
"I went to go to the bank one www.eleday, but my car took me in the mentalcross- Acup of Oolong tea to
read a future fortune.
other direction," Paone said ''I ings.com.

Wanted
(R)9:35a, 12:15,2:45, 5:20,8:15, 10:55, 1:25a

Get Smart

Streetlight people still believin'

(P(;.13) 10:5:,a, 1:45, 4:25, 7:10, 9:40, 12:loa

•

•

The Incredible Hulk
(PG-13) 6:55, 10:25

SAMUEL STRUCKHOFF
Contributing Writer

Kung Fu Panda
lPGJ 10:45a, 1:io, 3:45

Indiana Jones and the Kingdom
ofthe Crvstal Skull
(PG·1~) 9-3,5

-

Listings for Friday, July 18

Cultural Pop by Kris Kelly
When Hollywood remakes everything
from Bewitched' to Thundercats,
something gets lost in translation.
Die reviewby Kerri Anne Renzulli
Ever-present drama blends with varied plots, putting on an all-out,
theatrical play for audiences.
Pat Benatar by Melissa Chadbourne
Pat Benatar.and Neil Giraldo go on
their Summerized tour, performing
for fans at Hard Rock Live.

COURTESY CHRISTOPHER NIESS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mark Koenig and Kyle Adkins·poortray disguised Shakespearean actors Jack and Leo
dressed as Stephanie and Maxine respectively in the SummerStage '08 production.

Shakespearean~ drag,
Leading Ladiesitnp~
MARY CRISTOBAL

tion to see what the play's title is
all about.
"These are not your ordinary
Open your closet, take women," said another character,
out your Sunday best, the bubbly Audrey; while Leo
Quick Flix by William Goss
match your purse and and Jack sneaked into the livin~
The Dark Knight evolves past its
shoes for old tradition's room, which has the floral
comic-book roots into an epic, crimesake and work it.
couch and pistachio green
filled drama, which is out in theaters.
UCF
Conservatory . walls.
-----~~~-Theatre's summer season
Then the audience filled the
Go to www.CentralFloridoFuture.com
wraps up with the comedy room with rolls of laughter.
Leading Ladies, which preLeo and Jack worked it when
miered July 10.
they debu:t their fierce leading
"It's a night of fun, lady looks on stage. Leo/Maxine
check-your-brains-at-therocked the Tyra Banks blunt
HIGH FIVES
door entertainment," said bangs with his shiny Cleopatra
For the week ending July 74
Associate Professor and dress; he must have been at least
Director Mark Brotherton 7 feet tall wearing those black 3FILM
,
in
a July 10 dress rehearsal. inch heels. Jack/Stephanie
1. Hellboy If: The Golden Army Universal
"It's written by Ken Lud- opted for the Shirley Temple
Pictures
wig, who is a leading com- curls and a falry outfit with
2. Hancock Sony Pictures
' edy playwright, so there's matching wings.
3. Journey to the Center ofthe Earth
nothing deep, nothing
The leading ladies had a
Warner Bros. Pictures
thought provoking. It's good amount of costume
4.. WALL-£ Disney Pixar
5. GetSmart Warner Bros. Pictures
just in the tradition of changes between them like
Some Like It Hot, Tootsie Sarah Jessica Parker did when
TELEVISION
and ·Bosom. Buddies the she hosted the 2000 MTV
1. America's Got Talent, NBC.
TV show. It's just your Movie Awards. In the grand
2. Wipeout, ABC
average two men in a
finale, Maxine wore a long, dra3. Criminal Minds, CBS.
dress - well, it's not aver- matic red Chinese silk robe on
4. So You Think You Can Dance, Fox.
age at all! It's two men in a
top of an all-black ensemble.
5. CCSI: NT, CBS.
dress night of theater."
Stephanie sashayed around the
Acouch,whichlooked stage wearing a ball gown that
MUSIC
like it belonged. in an can compete with Scarlett
1. "I Kissed a Girl;' Katy Perry. Capitol.
Anthropologie store, wel- O'Hara in Gone with the Wind.
2. ''Take a Bow;'Rihanna. SRP/Def
comed the audience-like
Leading Ladies is more than
Jam/I DJ MG.
guests
into the living room just a drag.
3. "Lollipop;' Lil Wayne feat. Static Major.
that others call a theater.
"It was really funny," said ·
Cash Money/Universal Motown.
_T he couch's pink floral . Michelle Graham, freshman art
4. "Bleeding Love;' Leona Lewis.
design complemented the
major. "I liked all the jokes that
SYCO/J/RMG. (Platinum).
pistachio green painted most people wouldn't pick up
5:1'Viva La Vida;' Cold Play.
on if they didn't know Shakewalls.
.
Capitol.
The play appealed to an spearean things like that."
older audience on the
Robert Aronowitz, a junior
ALBUMS
opening night. A man in a
musical theater major, attended
7. Tho [arterIll, UI Wayne. Cash
cobalt blue polo leaned his the opening night with friends.
Money/ Universal Motown.
2. /livo Lo /Iida orOe(lfh ondAllHis
cane onto the seat in front
"I liked the way it all came
Friend5, Coldplay. Capitol
of him; the cane had a
together. It was one big farce
3. So/J/llltrod;. Camp Rock. Walt Disney.
duck's head design as a
comedy," Aronowitz said.
4. "6 llni/5, '7. 0.5.. GUnitllnterscope
handle. i\.s the lights startThe leading ladies will be
5. "Where The Lightls:John MoyerLive In
ed to dim before the play working it tonight until Sunday
. LosAngeles, uJohnMayer.
started, a woman wearing at the Conservatory Theatre.
Columbia.
all black with a red scarf There will also be an encore
and a big floppy hat sat in performance in August.
CONCERT TOURS
the front row.
1. Kenny Chesney, Keith Urban, Sammy
Leading Ladies tells the
Hagar, LeAnn Rimes, Gary Allan
story
of two struggling
2. Dave Matthews Band, Grace Potter &
Shakespearean
stage
The Nocturnals, Michael Franti &
actors,
Leo
Clark
and
Jack
Spearhead
Gable, who run out of
3. Concert At Sea: Counting Crows, Blof,
money because of their
Krezip, The Scene, Stevie Ann, IOS,
acting tours. When they
Milow
saw an advertisement in
4. Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers, Steve
the newspaper from an
Winwood
old, sick and rich woman
5. James Taylor
who is searching for her
long lost Max and Steve,
DVD SALES
1. "10,000"Wamer Home Video.
Leo and Jack jump on this
2. "The Spiderwick Chonides"
opportunity to ride the
Nickelodeon Video.
money train. But there's
3. "Definitely, Maybe" Universal Studios
only one problem: _Max
Home Video.
and Steve are nicknames
4. "Fool's GoWWamer Home Video.
for Maxine and Stephanie.
5. '7he Bucket Ust"Wamer Home Video.
"It's a role of a lifetime!" said Leo on stage.
The audience filled the
~ARDMAGAZINE.COM
room with tlleir anticipaContributing Writer

Soaring rock anthems
filled
The
Social
downtown last Thursday.
Any passerby or uninformed audience_member
could easily confuse the
b_a nd on stage for the
chart-topping '80s rock
group, Journey. The band
actually doing the rocking
was Frontiers, a Journey
tribute.
As a Journey tribute
band, Frontiers plays Journey songs as faithfully .to
the original as possible.
Other tribute bands that
have played at The Social
recently include tributes to
Guns N Roses, Pink Floyd
and Sublime.
Asa Palmer, production
manager at The Social,
said, "Most of the bands
CORY MAYNARD/ CENTRAL fLORIDA FUTURE
can pull it off."
· Frontier performed at The Social in dedication to the rock that is Journey as faithful to the
Even by the standards
original sounds as could be hoped for, for a tribute band of some '80s classic rock hits.
of the real Journey, Fronfans and casual listeners alike to smaller venues, Seay said,
tiers vocalist Jeremy Hundidn't know exactly what to "People love that experience,
sicker can pull it off.
expect from Frontiers.
Hunsicker had the opporthe big, sing-along, chorus
tunity be the vocalist for
Experienced Journey fans stuff."
were skeptical somebody
Journey on their 2008 tour.
According to Hunsicker,
could replicate Steve Perry's Frontiers wasn't always a tribIn 2007, he spent some
vocals. Journey fan Linda ute to Journey. Hunsicker
time with Journey and coMaxwell set the bar high, say- noticed-that when the band
wrote a few songs for their
new album, · Revelation.
ing that when compared to the played the Joutney cover
Hunsicker turned down original Journey, "There's 1no songs in their set, the reaction
th~ chance to tour with one better, really."
from the audience was
After the first set, the mood tremendous.
Journey to be with his wife
who was expected to have
had changed. Joel Sweeney,
. The audience needed little
who had heard little about incentive to sing along, but
a b.;1by in a few weeks.
Frontiers besides that they Frontiers' stage performance
People seeking a live
were a tribute to Journey said included tried-and-true rock
performance of Journey's
during the intermission, "I've 'n' roll tactics like the micromusic are faced with a
seen a lot of these tribute phone-towards-the-audience
choice between paying top
dollar to see Journey play · bands, and tonight, he is Steve move. Other energizing stage
an arena and paying a
Perry."
moves included Seay's ability
Audience member Jeff Gar- to effectively guitar solo with
more reasonable sum to
cia said, "If you close your items including a drumstick
see a tribute band play the
eyes, some of it is just like it."
same music in a more intiand a lady's shoe.
mate venue.
Commenting on the drawFrontiers' ability to perSome of the Journey ing power of a tribute to Jour- form Journey's hits with enerfans at the Frontiers perney, Frontiers guitarist Kenny gy and precision hit the mark
Seay said it's "playing music for most of the audience. ·
formance expressed the
people grew up to, people
view that sinc,:e Journey no
"He sonnds a lot like Steve
have attachments to these Perry," Laurie Lorisubbia said
longer tours with their
songs."
original front mari, Steve
''You can tell the guy is
When asked how well the singing his balls off," Mark
Perry, the idea of a tribute
band seems more appeal- Journey arena-rock translates Maxwell said
ing.
When . choosing
between two bands that
aren't led by Steve Perry,
Journey fan Caz Alvis said
he'd rather s_e e a good tribute performance than pay
to see a show on Journey's
2008tour.
·
As for what draws people to see a tribute band,
Palmer said, "It's the
curiosity, mostly."
The audience at The
Social was certainly curious, long-time Journey

FL, GA~ SC LAND SALE
River, creeks, hardwoods, natural pine,
planted pine, some with development
potential, all have excellent
hunting. v.: """""-.H.&.L: .e rsite
for maps, timber. data, etc.
St. Regis Paper €0.. 478-987-9700
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OUR STANCE

Medical runnesty
will intprove safety

'

I

magine you are at a party
increase in alcohol-related calls
director of Student Advocacy at
somewhere around UCF.
to Cornell EMS since the implica- · UCF, saicl ''What we're really
The presence of alcohol is
tion of the Medical Amnesty Pro- doing here is we're shifting the
almost going to be a given,
gram: 91 calls in 2005-06, a 44
universjty focus ·- Rather than
and drug use is a good possibility. percent increase, compared to
punishing students, we're getting
You're having a good time when
only 63 calls in 2002-03.
the heip that they need."
all of a sudden you notice someThe College of William and
Let's be honest. Students, ·
one having a seizure on the floor,
Mary in Wtlliamsbw-g, Va., offers
especially newer ones, don't
followed by the person falling
· a far superior policy because
always have the best judgment
unconscious. What would you
instead of formal disciplinary
when it comes to their health. A
do?
actions, the school will require all medical amnesty policy is the
Students have a moral obligapersons involved to undergo sub- best way to keep students safe
tion to help those who cannot
stance abuse education following that might otherwise be left to
help themselves, however UCF
an incident. The policy states, "In "sleep it off'' on a sofa.
needs to provide a system for stu- lieu of judicial sanctions, the
This situation rang true in
dents to eliminate any hesitation.
intoxicated student (and possibly 1986 when Len Bias; a University
We do not condone the exces- the referring student) will be
of Maryland basketball star, died
sive consumption of alcoholic
required to meet with a member
from a cocaine overdose in the
beverages, but in the event that it
company of friends and teamof the Dean of Students Office
does happen, there needs to be a
who may issue educational
mates. He was the second player
solution that does not have legal
requirements such as alcohol
to be picked in the NBA draft by
consequences.
education,counseling,and/oran
the Boston Celtics, and to celeThe State University System of alcohol and substance abuse ·
brate the occasion, Bias and his
Florida doesn't want to believe
assessment .:. Failure to complete
friends used cocaine the same
that these sorts of incidents ·
educ;:ational assignments or treat- night of the draft. HI;! looked like
occur. The sad truth is, they do
ment recommendations "issued
he was falling asleep on his couch
happen, and UCF could have
under this policy normally will
around 3 a.m. but it was later
been the first _public institution in result in disciplinary action."
determined that he'd gone into
Florida to have a medical
Usually cheating death would
convulsions from a seizure. No
amnesty policy.
be enough of a warning for most
one called paramedics until about
It could have been, until the
people that maybe it's time to cut 6:30 a.m., and by that time he'd
administration refused to back
back and possibly get professiongone into C¥diac arrest and had
down on the issue of drugs being
al help. Yet, the policy at William
already died It was never discovincluded as part of the policy.
and Mary seems like the best way ered why it took so long to call
This policy would have exemptto ensure that anyone who expefor medical assistance.
ed students from university sanc- riences this type of incident will
While the Alcohol Emergency
tioned disciplinary procedures
absolutely think twice before
Policy that has been proposed is
who were in an emergency situa- being reckless with their health
a good start, there is no reason
tion and potentially needed med- another time.
why the original policy shouldn't .
ical help due to an alcohol'or
According to the Office of Stu- be in place. We sincerely hope,
drug overdose.
dent Conduct, during the fall
for·the safety of every student,
The new program, dubbed the 2006 semester there were 341
that the administration will
Alcohol Emergency Policy, is far
alcohol-related incidents and 62
reconsider its decision.
short of where the legislation
drug-related incidents. It isn't
The medical amnesty policy
should be. Many other schools
clear how many ofthese were
would have been an extraordinararound the state and the country,
routine and how many turned
ily progressive and landmark proboth public and private, have
into emergency situations, but
cedure for UCF. But now, because
adopted similar policies that have the fact ofthe matter is that with- of the backtracking by UC~
been widely recognized for · .
out the full policy in place, stuadministration officials, students
decreasing alcohol and drugdents are a lot less likely to report who are involved in a drug-relatrelated deaths.
someone in need of medical help. ed emergency may not get the
Cornell University reports an
Earlier this year, Derek Harris,
help they need to stay alive.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Safuical depiction
integral to politics·
I

•
•

'

tration is confronted with such
f interpretation dictated
The title of the image, "The
publication, we would all be disapproval and contempt . Politics of Fear" demonstrates
subjected to sugarcoated
Americans don't like it when
the.message of the illustrator,
information with the appeal of
the reflection they see is one of
Barry Blitt: people are fearful of
watching paint dry.
skepticism and stereotype.
change and revolution and
For that reason, satire is
Americans can only specutherefore sensationalize opinmeant to make stories and the
. late and make false accusations
ions, which evolve into beliefs
words that compose the stories
about Barack Obama and his
and ultimately penetrate the
enticing to the most apathetic
wife because once something
political atmosphere. The
of readers.
tangible and controversial is
' adve1se effects of this intrusion
However, on certain isolated
exposed to the public, they
can be recognized by the negaoccasions, satire can be misinbegin to resci.J;id and declare the tive reception of satirical photos
terpreted and therefore miscon- exposure offensive. For examthat extend beyond gossip.
strued, as was the case with the
ple, L.A City Councilman and
According to a Newsweek
latest depiction on the cover of
superdelegate from <:::alifornia
poll, "12 percent of those polled
the New Yorker on July 21.
Bernard Parks Sr. said, "I think
believed Obama was sworn in
The cover satirized Barack
it's outrageous that we'd have a
as a U.S. Senator on a Qµr'an,
Obama, adorned in Muslim
cover that would depict racism,
and 26 percent believed that he
attire and his wife, Michelle,
sexism, allti-religion, also antiwas raised as a Muslim."
carrying an AK-47. Both stood
patriotism and ... sympathy
This just further encapsuin the Oval Office amid a burntoward terrorism," as reported
lates the ignorance of the genering American flag and a picture
by CNN.
al public and the malleability of
of Osama bin Laden, where
In response, Remnick
their belief system. If the media
they exchanged a terrorist fist
defends the American people,
can so easily persuade them
pump.
claiming that the American
with false information, why is it
David Remnick, editor of the people are being underestimatso difficult for a reputable.pubNew Yorker, was quoted by
ed, although he acknowledges
lication. such as the New
CNN stating, "The idea is to
there may be some initial misin- Yorker, to dissuade them from
terpretation.
attack lies and misconceptions
gravitating toward the stereoand distortions about the Oba"And so in fact, we're not
types that plague the Obama
mas and their background and
even satirizing the Obamas,
family?
their politics. We've heard all of we're satirizing these rumors,
When the American threshold level of knowledge is raised,
this nonsense about how they're the lies that have fed into the
politics of fear," he said.
so too will the acceptance of
supposedly insufficiently patriotic or soft on terrorism."
This is exactly why there is
political satire in the form of
such widespread opposition,
illustration. Until then, publicaHowever, in an alternative
tions are forced to cater to the
publication, Daily Mississippian, because Americans do not like
sensitivity of the American peoRemnick was quoted as saying,
to be the focal point of ridicule.
Why is it that verbal satire is
ple for fear of deviating from
" ... the intention of the illustraaccepted in the form of televiconventionality.
tion ;.. was to 'hold up a mirror'
The portrayal is a statement
to the ridiculousness of the var- sions shows such as The Colbert
Report or The Daily Show with
to society regarding the asinine
ious accusations made by some
nature of the rumors that circuright-wing commentators about Jon Stewart, but when it is published independent of an explathe couple (Barack being a
late around the Obama camnation, the public is incapable
paign, which is ironically what
secret Muslim and his wife an
unpatriotic revolutionary) ..."
of establishing the same sense
influences the humor and allure
.Q Perhaps that is why th illusofhumor?
v
of the politicized caricature.

\
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READER VIEWS

Not all publishers make .
textbooks unaffordable
I agree that students are getting
bilked on some textbooks, but not all
textbook publishers are evil Hopefully
I'll be considered one of the good guys.
I'm a UCF alumnus and one of my
books (The Sales Manager's MENTOR,
2nd Edition) is used for a sales track
course in the College of Business. I purposely priced my book at one-fourth to
one-third what most students have to
pay for their primary textbook. The only
reason a student wouldn't sell this par:.
ticular book back after the class is
because they can continue to use the
info when they get a job after graduation, as many have. Why? My book is
practical, real-world knowledge. Most
- textbooks are purely academic theory ...
and therefore have limited use after the
class is over. Maybe lifetime·value of a
-bo'ok buyer is something the big publishers should consider. I know what it's
like to be in a student's shoes and I
refuse to take advantage of anyone. I
even donate a percentage of the meager
profits from the book back to the student-led Sales Club. Hopefully these
type of values present a positive role
model to the students.

Cook and his family. What he did was
sacrilege, as is your flippant use of the
terin "holy cracker." A journalist, even
when composing an editorial, adheres to
a professional code of conduct that prohibits disparaging anyone's faith or
beliefs. You sir are no journalist, you are
an insolent child with a bully pulpit.
It is remarkably sad that UCF has
studen,ts this small-minded that they
would purposely insult another's religion. I hope ){OU and Mr. Cook are not
representative of the entire student
body. It makes me ashamed to call
myself an alumnus. .

(

MATTHEW O'NEIL
UCFALUMNUS

Humans inust learn to
accept differing beliefs

. Mr. Riley, your argument has missed
the point entirely. Your attempt at neutrality and objectivity, though admirable,
has blinded you from seeing the true
issues the incident manifests.
UCF prides itself on fostering the
development of students' lives, either
academically, intellectually, physically,
socially or spiritually. Higher education
is not solely about by-the-books learning; rather, it is supposed to teach stuJEFF LEHMAN
dents about life in general. It just so hapSEATTLE,WA
pens that there are some students who
desire to enhance or augment the spiritual side to their lives.
-T he university's fairness should
allow them to contribute to this aspect
of life without fear of public outcry, but
apparently it does not. Sen. Cook, who
In response to Eric Woodard's column on A Comics Shop, I must submit a blatantly disrespected a religion and its
mqst cherished Sacrament, happens to
clarification. Being that Coliseum of
think otherwise. He felt it necessary to
Comic was mentioned three times in
the article with a very negative connota- go into a sacred gathering and violate it
without second thought or remorse, ·
tion claiming that a chain of stores
utterly disregarding people's beliefs in
offered Aaron Haaland - a pittance for
his store - made it seem that Coliseum · their very own place of worship.
Unfortunately, this disrespect is eviwas the offending party. This is simply
dent in your article, Mr: Riley. By
not true; Coliseum of Comics has never
degrading the Eucharist into nothing
offered to purchase A Comic Shop and
were we to do so, I doubt that we would more than a "holy cracker," you con. enter into such negotiations by insulting tributed to the growing epidemic of
intolerance and disrespect that plagues
the party with whom we were trying to
the world.
partner.
If we as civilized human beings canI also find it a ~it disturb4J_g that
not learn to respect each other and
when a company is mentioned three
accept each other's beliefs in a reasontimes in an article that said company
able manner, how then can we continue
was not at minimum contacted for a
living in this world? Instead of acting
comment. This is especially worrisome
like children, we should accept the fact
when comparisons are made to Walthat there will be differences among us.
Mart and accusations are made of the
As long as those differences don't lead
stores being "not organized," both of
to the harm or death of another, then
which I completely reject.
·
what's the big deal?

Reader rejects negative
comic book accusation

PHIL BOYLE
UCF'83

,,
(l

()

ALEX PADILLA 11·
PHILOSOPHY

Misuse of holy cracker Victims of marijuana do
disrespectful to some not share casual attitude
It is not a cracker; it is the Body of
Christ. I looked to the Central Florida
Future in the days after the incident and '
nothing was mentioned, now you come
along with your insulting editorial and
demonstrate that not only is this SGA
senator a poor example of UCF students, the editor of the newspaper is a
classless boor.
· I have not seen any of the death
threats - emails, phone calls, no evidence has been provided to any news
organization, and no complaint has been
filed according to the university police
so we only have the word of Mr. Cook,
and judging from his recent actions I
don't feel that he is truthful He has
changed his story from profaning the
Eucharist as a political stunt to protest
student fees being used to fund campus
ministries, to som~ prevarication about
wanting to teach a friend about the
Catholic faith.
I hold that Webster Cook is a liar, and
a very poor one at that. He has offended
hundreds of thousands of people and is
digging a hole deeper and deeper with
his lies.
Thue Catholics are praying for Mr.

Ben Badio is the only person I've
heard about who favors continuing a
Reefer Madness marijuana policy to
preserve a counterculture life style.
Apparently continuing to ruin students
lives and continuing to put "some of the
nicest, most intelligent people" he
knows in prison is OK if it keeps the
marijuana culture going.
Before expounding more on this
lunatic notion, Mr. Badio should consult
with a few people who have been sent
to prison because of marijuana or who
have lost scholarship loans or have
been fired from jobs or kicked out of
school because of marijuana use. If he
talks to people who have had loved
ones murdered in midnight drug raids,
they may not appreciate his casual attitude. The victims of Reefer Madness
might not feel that preserving the "culture" Mr. Badio seems to admire so
much is such a great idea
Mr. Badio would do well to check
the situation in the Netherlands where
indoor tobacco smoking in public
places is forbidden, while marijuana use
is permitted
RAYMOND GIVf-¥S
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BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training. Provided. '
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

CB&S Bookstores now hiring!
Save on gas by working near school.
We offer great discounts on textbooks
and UCF gear, plus flexible work
schedules build around your classes.
Must be available to start the weeks of
Aug 4th or 11th.
APPLY AT WWW.NE BOOK.JOBS

I 12s
I ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING
I

MAJORS!
Fall Marketing Internship Available!
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-workin9'
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com.

PIT Doggy Daycare associate, assis.
mang~r. maintenance, & grooming
• assistant posistions avail.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
...www.dogdayafternoon.net**• email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net
Executive search and recruiting
firm is in need of agressive and
ertergetic PT sales associates.
Great pay and resume builder.
Very flexible hours, fun and young
Orlando office. 321-257-0812 or
Wllliam.S@CrawfordThomas.com

Sol y Luna Tanning now hiring
maintinence position. Stop in store for
more info or call Holly at 407-277-8686
12074 Collegiate Way, Orlando, 32817
Breakfast/Lunch line cook. PT/FT
$10-13/hr. Energetic & Professional.
Apply in person @ Briarpatch
255 Park Ave. North, Winterpark

Beautiful 3/2 custom duplex. 2 miles to
UCF. 1150 sq ·ft. Appliances & lawn
service incl. Non-smoking. $1250/mo.
+ security deposit. 407-359-5001

Horse ranch needs PT barn help A.M.
Must be an animal lover. Exp. helpful.
Near UCF. Must be available
beginning Aug. 1st. (407) 366-4834.

Rent or Lease Purchase Fully
remodeled 2/2 w/loft townhouse. W/D,
tile floors, living room and dining area.
Great investment for coliege student. 1
mile from UCF call 407-340-8124
Walden Chase, lovely gated comm.
located 1 mile from UCF. Incl. pool.
3/2.5 w/upgraded kitchen & appliances.
W/D More info. call Cherry/Dante 954608-4649
Chuluota-? bd, 2 bath 2 car garage,
large workshop, screened porch, family
room, fenced yard, lakefront.
$1080/month, aug. 1st, 407-365-3648

2/1 duplex on cul de sac near Dean &
Univ avail now. Big fncd yard. New A/C
& paint. Small pets welcome.
$850/mo. Call 407-405-3642
2br/2 bath duplex avail. 7/15 1000 sq.
ft. 1:100 ft, from UCF campus (Walden
Woods dr.) $850.00/mo 2 people + util.
& security deposit l car grge,W/0 1 yr.
'
lease.(407)365-2471
3 BR 2 BATH 2 CAR GARAGE HOME
- 5 Min From UCF First Month/Deposit
$1900/mo. 407-222-4926 www.groundlevelcustoms.com/House
38D/28A Spacious 5 minutes from
UCF $1,300/month
407-592-2043

4/2.5/2 lJCF/Waterford $1575 &
3/2/2 UCF $ 1375 + security dep
both. All appliances, celling fans
in all rooms, pest control & lawn
maintenance included. For more
Information call 407-568-7608
3bd/2ba/2car garage near
UCF/research park. Formal Living rm,
dining rm, fam. rm. Screen porch, big
yard, fireplace. $1475/month. Incl.
W/0, Avail Aug. 1. Preview Now!
Call Doug 407-920-5201

Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com

Gulffront Parlors

and Sandpiper Suites
Standard rooms and

Dup. 2/2 $859/month located in
Sherwood Forest, 11620 Shilpa Court.
W/D and lawn care included
Call: 321-947-3482

Visit http://resortchildcare.com and
apply. You will be on the list
permanently.
Cheryl 321-228-5849

Need morning help for Michigan
Animal Hospital, Misc. duties to incl.
cleaning, assisting vet, & front desk
work. Apply in person at :1201 West
Michigan St. Orlando 32805.
Downtown Orlando Cathedral ~eeks
PT help in our Nursery caring for
children age 3 and under. Previous
childcare experience required. Email
Jennifer Crone at
stlukesnursery@hotmail.com.

Mobile Home 2/1 ori canal to Lake
Jesup. Private lot 1 mile to 417, $650
call 407-365-1586

2 Car Garage. Located 2.5 MIies
From UCF Main Campus. Lawn Care
and Pest Control Include~. $1,800/Month. First Month and Deposit
Required. Call J.P. at 407-9483884

~125

3/2/2 w/ lake single family home &
3/2.5 Townhouse. 2-3 mi. to UCF.
Avail. July. Call 954-663,6297
UCF AREA- MANY HOMES
AVAILABLE! From $900/monthl
VIP Real Estate Sales, P.A.
407-482-8598

125 H~Wanted:Part-Tme
150 H~Wantecl:Full-Tme
175 Business Opportunities
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900 Wanted

The Crest at Waterford Lakes!
Luxury Condo 2br/2ba, w/d, gym, pool
Available August, $550/roommate +
1/2 util. Call (407) 247-6423
Waterford Landings! 5 min.from UCF
Luxury Condo, 2br/2ba, pool, available
August. $475/roommate + 1/2 utilities
Call (407) 247-6423

1 room Avail. in 4 room
house. $600 month includes
everything. 3 guys (lrs/srs) live in
other rooms. Corner of Alafaya &
Chapman In Oviedo. Don't deal
with Waterford traffic! Only 4 min
to UCF. 12 mo. lease starting
August 1. CaiVEmall Steven. 407616-1628/skay99@tampabay.rr.com

1 Roommate Wanted
3 bedroom/2 bathroom semifurnished luxury apartment in The
Crest at Waterford Lakes.
Looking for non-smoker ·who is
neat, resp~mslble, friendly.
Lease is 1 year
(occupancy beginning August),
$250 deposit, and $495 per month
utilities included. No pets.
Rent includes: Own bedroom,
. high speed internet, cable TV, all
utlllties, health club and pool
membership, ample parking. Must
supply own bedfoom furnishings.
Call (201) 930-1115
M/F wanted for furnished 3/2 home
on lake. Walled Comm, 6 mins to
UCF. $500/mo incl. util. Nonsmoker, sec sys, pool & tennis.
Available Aug.
Call 407-832-8160, 239-707-4448

AVALON PARK: Bedroom with private
bath in a 4/3 house. $500/month all
utilities (cable, water, internet, elec)
included. 20 min fron UCF. For more
info. call/email
thefrigiepenguin@gmail.com, (843) 298-2074

8

A
A
B

Brand new· Townhouse less than
1ml. to UCF. 3bdrm 2.5 ba, 2000sq ft
fully furnished, 55" big screen tv,
pool, gated community. Room has
sleigh bed if needed. $500/mo. 321278-3518

LOOK!! 3 rooms avail in a
house with Pool, scrned in prch, W/D
fully fucnished, no lease required, near
UCF and VCC $359/mo 813-964-7427
Great house to share in Colonial Town.
F looking for 1 M & 1 F. Honest, resp,
reliable, clean, ref's. 3 bd. $600/mo.
$250 Sec Dep. 407-758-2516
F needed for 4/2 home with pool in
Casselberry. $600/mo all util incl. Must
love dogs! 407-470-3083 or
mrshammer@cfl.rr.com
Room for rent in 5/4 BRAND NEW
home in Avalon Park area. Looking for
easy going roommates $600/mo. all
util., internet incl. Theater room Call
Eric 407-575-7323.
Grad student seeking female
roommate for 3/2 home in Waterford
Lakes. $450 plus utilities. Email
TLCDream02@aol.com or call 561445-6079.
Room for rent. In 4 bd home w/ pool.
Minutes from UCF. Female pref, small
pets are welcome. $500/mo. utilities &
internet incl. Avail NOWI 954-304-7787
2 Females Wanted. 4 mi. to UCF. 3/2
w/ garage & laundry room. Beautiful
house in neighborhood. $400/mo, 1/3
util. Call Robin at 954-804-4949

Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse, clean.
$550/mo. Near UCF (407)620-3303 or
305-613-2200
Need female roommate to rent last
room in 3/2 house 2 min from UCF..
Rent:470+ Util. Dep:483, 1yr lease
move-in 7/25. ka.kochan@yahoo.com
Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982
Rooms Available in a 3/2 home off
University. 7 mins from UCFI Mature or
gtad student wanted. $575/mo util. incl.
W/0. (407) 617-0805
Huge 6/3 Home. in Tanner Crossings. 5
Rooms Available. $525/mo. incl util.
913-908-8185
rentucf@yahoo.com
Responsible N/S Roommate t~ share
beautiful,fully furnished 2/2 Condo 1/2
mile from UCF-wood floors,cath.
ceiling,new appliances,washer/dyerclubhouse,gym,pool,tennis courts.
Utilities and cable included. $600/mo
avail. now - Call 813-763-5517
Room for rent in 3/2 house near UCF.
Private bedroom and ·bathroom
included. There is also an office for
use as well. The rent is 520 plus 1/2
the utilities. Only a total of two
roomates, avail. now. Looking for a
clean, quiet grad student. Please call
or e-mail Noel nmarie39@aol.com or
(561) 302-2998.

Room's available in great
neighborhoods close to UCF. Rent
includes ALL utilities- water,
electric, high speed wireless
Internet and digital cable. Perfect for
students! 525-550. contact Ryan for
more info at (321)258-1391.
Roomate Wanted!!!!
Like New House 1/2 Mile from UCF
4 bedroom 2 bath, W/0, furnished
Uving room, full kitchen, cable tv and
wireless internet. This and all utilities
for just $550/month
Facebook Dan Souto or email
sourpatch64@aol.com

B
B
8

Rooms for rent in brand new 4/2. W/0,
water front. Near UCF $470/mo·util
incl. $550/mo for master. Avail. nowl
407-249-2059
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

2 6
5 8

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

9
5 1

Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

4

3 9
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Ndjamena land
5 Clutter
9 Hindu teacher
14 Anderson of
"WKRP ..."
15 Location
16 Assessed
17 Shuts down
18 Light weight
19 Songwriter
Greenwich
20 Business
magazine
22 Agitators
24 Paid for
25 Adidas rival
26 Crackpot
27 0.C. VIP
28 Hounds and
· boxers
32 Trademark
· fastener
35 Headwear
37 Stooge name
38 Foreigner
39 Grand Banks fish
40 German sub
42 987-65-4321
group
43 Aberdeen man
45 Noses
46 Jolly sailors
48 Roker and
Michaels
49 Spike TV, once
50 Speech subtlety
52 Vaccaro and Lee
56 Floors
59 Filled with
happiness
60 Dine at home
61 Bank's offering
63 Therefore
64 Mouse sound
65 Saharan
66 Move slightly
67 Experiments
68 Ties the knot
69 All but us
DOWN
Holfowarea
Accolade
Writer Gide
What's between
here and there
5 Ignition-system
element

1
2
3
4

7/17/08

@ 2008 Tribune Madia Sarvicaa, Inc,
All rtghta raservCMI.

6 Messed up
7 Body of water
8 The Slammer of
golf
9 Chuck or rib eye
10 Strode
1.1 Barinac.ir
12 Golda of Israel
13 March date
21 Highway
reversals
23 Whiff
27 "Hot I Part
Deux"29 "Typee"
sequel
30 Fall guy
31 Collectors'
groups
32 Enormous
33 Designer
Schiaparelli
34 Con artist
36 Basked
39 Alternative to
tossed salad
41 Prettiest of 1he
lassies
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Last issue solved

44 Walking stick
45 Leaves high and
dry
47 Austere
51 Sty comments
52 Plait
53 Mr. Vader

54 Rolling Stones
hit
55 Tempest
56 Offshoot group
57 Narrative story
58 Elevator name
62 Raw mineral

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

l~

FOR SALE:

~ Homes

Motivated seller, will help w/ closing
costs. 3/2 Move in ready, excellent
condition. 5 mi. to UCF. Good
neighborhood. 1005 Whittier Cir.
Oviedo, FL 850-329-7370
Mobile home for sale 12x64 3 BDR
2bath.Screened porch and storage.
Washer Dryer . Mai Tai Village off
Goldenrod minutes from 408 and
airport access. $9500 080.

350
Line 6 Guitar Amp For Sale
Flextone Ill XL 2x12 150w Stereo
Combo Amp with FBV Short Board
Pedal, $550 for both.
Call 321-795-5581 or email
chrisbiddulph@gmail.com for details
Queen size mattress set, bed frame &
headboard, dresser & large .mirror,
used, in good condition. $500
Call 407-359-1114

P.A. System for Sale
Yamaha EMX512SC 1000 Watt 12
Input 8 Channel Powered Mixer and
2 Peavey PV215 2x15" 2 Way
Passive PA Cabinets. Cables and 2
mies w/boomstands included, $800.
Call: 321-795-5581 or email
chrisbiddulph@gmail.com for details.

Oviedo beauty! Lovely 4/3 near UCF
Corner lot, large screened porch
2355 sf, split plan, many upgrades
$320,000-call 407-421-9476 for appt.

5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront
Condos avail. on all floors. Appi,W/0,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Own pay assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $100,000
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874 .

Non-Smoker, female prefered, ASAP
near UCF & Waterford Lakes in a nice
quiet new house within conservation
area, W/0, $450/mo. util. inc.
please call 407-249-2059

•
FREE First Months Rent!!

3/2 Manufactured Home 1600sf,Split Plan, LIKE NEW, Appliances
Included, 2 Pools, Clubhouse, Minutes
to UCF, Beaches, All Ages.Why rent
when you can own? Reduced to
$39,000K Call 407-281-6732,,i

ss

7

Roommate needed in 3/2 house.
Front/back patio. 2 miles from UCF.
Bedroom not furnished. Master $525.
house furnished. New carpet, new
paint. Call 407-923-9281

•

SIS

ss

3 1I
19 7
8

Female roommates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from
UCF. $480/mo all included .
. Call Alex (954)913-0832.

Female at boardwalk, private room
and bathroom, close to UCF, Shuttle
to and from, call Mia at 305-546-9240

.8i1ti

$}2

I 2~ 8 suldolku
© Puzzles by Pappocom

1 room avail in 4/2 Male preferred.
10 min from UCF. $525/mo ALL
UTIL INCL! Avail 8/1 ($150 electric
cap) Call 813-264-9284
Responsible, Reliable Roommate
wanted for 4/2 House in The Reserve.
Walk to UCF, $500/mo. incl. util,
Call 913-908-8185

.11.mj

$8

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads onli_ne 24 hours a day

A
8
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Rate A

First issue:
Each add.I issue:

5

Gorgeous Executive 5/3 Pool Home in
Waterford Lakes, need 3 roommates.
Responsible Female Preferred,
$495/mo.+util. 913-908-8185
rentucf@yahoo.com

•

B

--+-

Econ/Univ area 4/2/2 new
neighborhood Close to UCF & 417
$1725.00/mo Call Joe 407-222-7942

Home For Rent. 4Bdr/2Bath,

Earn extra money while babysitting
for vacationers to Florida.

C

--,-

2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 aeposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369

Sunshine Babysitting is Hiring!

~

100 H~ Wanted: General

4/2/2 In Avalon Park Area. Students
welcome. $1590/mo. All appl. incl.
3 yrs old. Gated comm., picnic area.
407-333-9338 or 407-580-3707

MUST SEE!!!

NEEDED: 15 PEOPLE
TO LOSE UP TO 30LBS
30 DAYS $30 +s/h
ALL NATURAL
DR RECOMMENDED
1-888-316-5919

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

Twin bed w/ NEW mattress and
boxspring, dresser. $175 Wood,
sqaure, stackable, storage modules.
$10 ea Tall, black bookcase $30. Cat
scratch posts $20 ea. Wicker 2 story
pet bed s10. 407-227-1n9

Red 5 Piece Pearl Drum Set
Paiste PST5 cymbal pack, Pearl
P120 kick pedal, and all hardware
included. $600 negotiable.
Call: 321-795-5581 or email
chrisbiddulph@gmail.com for details

•

•

(

And Enter To WIN One 01
Olir WeeklV Prize oraWinusl

SUMMER SPECIAll
$545/mo.
Umhed AvallabllhV

Some Garages Available
With Rea:note Operators

• LARGEST BEDROOMS
• LARGEST LIVING AREAS
• PRIVATE BATHROOMS

I

•
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Breeze
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THE

VILLAGE

AT

SCIENCE DRIVE

THE

VILLAGE

AT

ALAFAYA CLUB

407 .384. 7080

407.482.9990

2913 Einstein Way
thevillageatsciencedrive.com

3100 Alafaya Club Drive
thevillageatalafayaclub.com

(

